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Abstract 
Objective: Electromyography artefacts are a well-known problem in Electroencephalography studies (BCIs, brain mapping, and 
clinical areas). Blind source separation (BSS) techniques are commonly used to handle artefacts. However, these may remove not 
only EMG artefacts but also some useful EEG sources. To reduce this useful information loss, we propose a new technique for 
statistically selecting EEG channels that are contaminated with class-dependent EMG (henceforth called EMG-CCh). Methods: 
The EMG-CCh are selected based on the correlation between EEG and facial EMG channels. They were compared (using a 
Wilcoxon test) to determine whether the artefacts played a significant role in class separation. To ensure that promising results are 
not due to weak EMG removal, reliability tests were done. Results: In our data set, the comparison results between BSS artefact 
removal applied in two ways, to all channels and only to EMG-CCh, showed that ICA, PCA and BSS-CCA can yield significantly 
better (p<0.05) class separation with the proposed method (79% of the cases for ICA, 53% for PCA and 11% for BSS-CCA). With 
BCI competition data, we saw improvement in 60% of the cases for ICA and BSS-CCA. Conclusion: The simple method proposed 
in this paper showed improvement in class separation with both our data and the BCI competition data. Significance: There are 
no existing methods for removing EMG artefacts based on the correlation between EEG and EMG channels. Also, the EMG-CCh 
selection can be used on its own or it can be combined with pre-existing artefact handling methods. For these reasons, we believe 
this method can be useful for other EEG studies.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
Electroencephalography (EEG) is the most common 
recording modality in brain-computer interfaces (BCIs). Its 
signals can easily be recorded with non-invasive electrodes on 
the scalp. As a result, the brain signals have to cross many layers 
of tissue between the source of activity and the sensors. For this 
reason, EEG signals usually have low signal-to-noise ratios and 
usually contain electromyography (EMG) and/or 
electrooculography (EOG) artefacts [1]. These artefacts are 
normally larger than the EEG signal, so contamination is a well-
known problem not only for BCIs but also for brain mapping 
and clinical EEG studies [2-4]. However, in an EMG artefact 
BCI review [5], Fatourechi et al. found that 67.6% of the 
investigated BCI studies did not mention whether EMG 
artefacts were removed and 12.1% clearly did not remove EMG 
artefacts. 10.9% of the studies were found to have manually 
removed EMG artefacts, which can only be applied in offline 
systems. 6.2% used automatic rejection (mostly thresholding 
methods) and the rest, 3.2%, used automatic EMG removal 
method such as PCA and ICA [5]. 
Previous BCI and EEG studies applied artefact handling 
techniques to all EEG channels. As such, e.g., in the case of 
artefact removal using blind source separation, a common 
approach in BCIs, there may be significant loss of useful EMG-
free EEG information [6-9]. In order to minimise this 
information loss, we propose an algorithm for rejection of EEG 
channel that are contaminated by class-related EMG artefacts, 
channels which have been called EMG-CChs. Typical EMG 
handling techniques such as ICA (Independent Component 
Analysis), PCA (Principal Component Analysis) and BSS-CCA 
(Blind Source Separation-Canonical Correlation Analysis [6, 
10]) will only be applied to EMG-CCh, not to all channels, in 
this study. This combined approach was then compared with 
existing methods without doing channel elimination, i.e., 
methods that apply EMG artefact removal to all EEG channels. 
The comparisons were done with our own onset detection data 
as well as with a BCI competition data set.  To the best of our 
knowledge this kind of EMG artefact contaminated channel 
selection approach has not been presented in previous EEG 
studies. 
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II. METHODOLOGY 
A. Experimental Paradigm and Data Set Description 
In this paper two different experiment data sets were tested. 
One set was from our covert and inhibited overt sound-
production onset detection study [11, 12] and the other was 
from BCI competition IV data set 2a [13]. Both sets are 
discussed below. 
i) Sound-production Related Cognitive Tasks for Onset 
Detection: In that study, four different mental tasks were tested 
for the onset detection: Inhibited-overt high tone; inhibited-
overt siren-like sound; covert high tone; and covert siren-like 
sound. These four different sound production cognitive tasks 
were classified against the idle (a.k.a. non-control or null) state 
as an onset switch. 
The study had seven subjects. Thus, the total number of runs 
was 28 (7 participants * 4 tasks). Each task run had 30 trials. In 
a single trial, there were 3-30 seconds of idle state followed by 
3 seconds of an intentional command (IC, i.e., one of the four 
cognitive tasks) state. The idle state length was freely chosen 
by the user as the study was focused on self-paced activation of 
the BCI system. The recorded EEG data were segmented using 
a 0.5s window without overlapping and were then separated 
into idle and task state categories. These separated idle and task 
segments were pre-processed and applied with various feature 
extraction method. Then, Davies-Bouldin index (DBI [14, 15]) 
was calculated to test class separation. There were 64 electrodes 
placed based on 10-10 layout system with 2 reference channels 
on both left and right earlobes. In addition, 4 facial electrodes 
were placed to detect EOG and EMG artefacts. EMG_ch1 was 
located above the corrugator muscle and it was used mainly to 
detect forehead EMG and eye blink artefacts. EMG_ch2 was 
set above the levator labii and zygomaticus muscles to detect 
facial twitches and upper limbs artefacts as well as up/down 
EOG, conjointly with EMG_ch1. EMG_ch3 and EMG_ch4 
were placed around the anterior-most edge of the temporalis 
muscle to detect left/right EOG and temporal EMG artefacts. A 
Biosemi ActiveTwo system was used with 512 sample/s. (more 
detailed descriptions can be found on [11, 12]). 
 
 
 
Figure 1. (A): Four facial EOG/EMG electrodes placement for our onset 
detection system. (B): Three facial electrode channels for BCI competition data 
set [13]. 
 
ii) BCI Competition Data: The BCI competition IV data set 
2a was used (9 subjects, four different motor imagery tasks in a 
cue-based system) [13]. In order to simulate a self-paced 
scenario using these data, we only selected specific time 
segments. The first 0-2s segment was the preparation state 
(fixation cross) that corresponded to the idle state in our data. 
However, there was a short acoustic warning tone at 0s, which 
could produce event-related potentials. In addition, the length 
of fixation cross state is always 2 seconds, which participants 
can anticipate. Thus, we defined this state as non-specific / 
expectation state (NE state). However, the NE state would be 
expected to be somewhat similar to that preceding a self-paced 
task event. For this reason, we treated the NE state as 
corresponding to the idle state. Caution is needed when 
analysing results stemming from this, but the choice is still 
suitable for this study as the data set was chosen merely to 
extend our analysis to include an existing and well accepted 
data set. Also, this data set was chosen as it was the only BCI 
competition set that includes facial channels (three EMG facial 
channels), which were needed for a suitable comparison with 
results from our data. The four different motor-imagery tasks 
were regarded as being in the Task state class. To minimise 
ERP-related effects, we only used the 4-6s segment for the Task 
state (details in [13]).  
 
B. Spectral Domain EMG Artefact Content 
Spectral domain EMG artefacts were analysed to find out 
whether these artefacts affect class separation and, if so, in 
which frequency range. This analysis was done with our self-
paced onset detection data set [11, 12]. In the analysis, the 
frequency bands were separated into eight different ranges. 
Freq1: 2-4Hz (Delta), Freq2: 4-8Hz (Theta), Freq3: 8-12Hz 
(Alpha), Freq4: 12-16Hz (Low Beta), Freq5: 16-20Hz (Beta), 
Freq6: 20-30Hz (High Beta), Freq7: 30-42Hz (Low Gamma) 
and Freq8: 42-100Hz (High Gamma). 
Figure 2 illustrates the absolute Pearson correlation 
coefficient (CRC) values between 64 EEG channels and EMG 
channel 1 for each of the eight frequency bands. The CRC 
values between the filtered time series EEG and EMG data were 
calculated for 0.5s windows and the values shown on the figure 
were averaged across all subjects, all four mental tasks, and all 
trials, for illustration purposes. Panel (A) shows data from the 
idle state while panel (B) shows data from the IC task state. 
Also, all data was submitted to the eye blink and EOG artefact 
removal procedure (explained below). Thus, the data shown 
contains only EEG and EMG artefacts. Red and orange areas 
indicate EEG channels that are highly correlated with EMG 
channels, i.e., they had high contamination by EMG artefacts. 
As expected, the plots show that frontal areas have EMG 
contamination as seen by the high correlation with EMG_ch2 
throughout all the frequency bands. On the other hand, 
EMG_ch3 and EMG_ch4 showed high correlation with 
temporal area EEG. 
In [16] it was shown that EMG can contaminate all EEG 
bands and its contamination level differs with scalp location. 
We observe a similar pattern in our data. In addition, EMG 
contamination for the idle (panel A) and IC (panel B) states 
shows quite similar results for both cases. This indicates that 
EMG artefacts can appear in the idle state as well as in IC states.  
I.e., EMG contamination per se may not be idle vs. IC class-
dependent. For this reason, we statistically checked which 
channel locations were affected by EMG artefacts during IC 
states more than during idle states. Such channels (i.e., EMG-
CCh) were removed in the case of the channel rejection method. 
In the case of the EMG artefact removal, on the other hand, they 
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were further processed with other EMG handling procedures. 
Thus, this artefact handling procedure ensures that performance 
results are reliable as the artefact related class-dependent effects 
are eliminated. The details of the procedure for EMG-CCh 
selection method will be discussed in section D below 
 
C. EOG Artefacts Removal 
EOG artefacts can be separated into two different types. One 
is eye blink and the other is eyeball rolling. Eye blink artefacts 
can easily be detected as they have relatively high signal 
amplitude compared to EEG. However, eyeball rolling EOG is 
somewhat different. Thus, in this paper, eye blink EOG 
artefacts were rejected with a discrete wavelet transform (DWT) 
denoising method while eyeball rolling artefacts were handled 
with the EMG & EOG contaminated channel selection method. 
The window segments that contained the eye blink artefacts 
were automatically rejected based on the method shown in [17, 
18]. A DWT (Discrete Wavelet Transform) was applied with 
Haar mother wavelet as it resembles eye blink artefacts. The 
signal was decomposed up to level 6 and was then reconstructed 
using only the approximation coefficients, as in [17, 18]. If the 
reconstructed signal’s standard deviation (std) was higher than 
3 times the preceding data’s std (using the previous 500ms 
window), then this data segment (all channels) was regarded as 
eye blink artefact and was rejected from further analysis. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Topographic map of absolute Pearson correlation coefficients between 64 scalp EEG electrodes and the EMG channel 1 (EMG_ch2, 3 and 4 were not 
included due to space limit but it showed similar pattern with EMG_ch1). The correlation values in each channel were averaged over all subjects, four onset tasks 
and all trials. Panel (A) represents during idle state while (B) shows during IC task state. Freq1-Freq8 ranges from section B first paragraph. 
 
 
Figure 3. EMG artefacts contaminated channel selection procedure. 
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Figure 4. An example of EMG-CCh selection procedure for Participant 1’s 
inhibited overt siren task. Figure (A) represents correlation values from 64 scalp 
EEG channels vs. EMG ch1. Figure (B) shows Wilcoxon test p value between 
idle and task state’s correlation values. 
 
D. EMG Artefact Channel Selection 
The method described in this section comprises the main 
novelty in our study. The technique can be applied as an EMG-
contaminated channel rejection method on its own, or it can be 
combined with other EMG handling algorithms such as ICA, 
PCA, BSS-CCA, etc. By applying the latter EMG handling 
methods only to the EMG contaminated channels, useful signal 
information loss can be reduced. Figure 3 shows the EMG-
artefact contaminated channel selection procedure:  
1) Calculate the absolute Pearson correlation (CRC) values 
between 64 EEG channels and EMG_ch1 for each idle and task 
state (0.5s time windowed filtered data). This will generate 
64*NI window segments idle state correlation values and 64*NT 
window segments task state correlation values, where NI and NT 
are the numbers of idle and task trials, respectively. 
2) Calculate the Wilcoxon-test p-values between the two lists 
(NI and NT) for each of the 64 channels. 
3) If an EEG channel’s EMG correlation value for the task 
state (average of M correlation values) is higher than for the idle 
state (average of N correlation values), AND the difference is 
statistically significant (p<0.05), THEN this channel was 
selected as an EMG contaminated channel, EMG-CCh. 
4) Repeat steps 1 to 3 with EMG ch_2, EMG_ch3 and 
EMG_ch4. 
Rationale of the procedure:  
The aim of the method is to select EMG-artefact 
contaminated channels that affect classification (idle vs. IC) 
results. Participants were instructed to stay calm and relaxed in 
the idle states. However, when they executed a task state, 
unexpected EMG artefacts (e.g., facial twitches and eye 
movements) can contaminate EEG, especially if they are 
unfamiliar with BCI experiments, even though they were 
instructed to avoid any muscle movement. Thus, it is difficult 
to identify whether the result is purely EEG-based or it is EMG-
contaminated. Many other blind source separation EMG 
removal methods have been suggested to deal with this issue. 
However, as existing methods are applied all EEG channels, it 
is possible that important EEG information is being lost in the 
process. For this reason, our EMG-contaminated channel 
selection method calculates correlations between EMG 
channels and EEG channels, and contaminated channels are 
selected for applying other EMG handling methods. 
Possible limitation in our method: It is possible that a 
channel with lower CRC in idle states could still have too much 
class-dependent EMG. To test whether this may have been the 
case, a reliability analysis was performed (see section H below). 
This EMG-CCh selection procedure is quite strict,  unbiased 
and reduce valuable data loss when compared with typical 
thresholding methods presented in [5]. Figure 4 shows an 
example of the proposed EMG-CCh selection process. Figure 
4A represents correlation values from 64 channels for each idle 
and task state (averaged from number of window segments). 
Channel number 35, for example, shows task state’s EMG 
correlation is around 0.23, i.e., it is unlikely to be correlated 
with EMG artefacts if we cut it based on a typical thresholding 
method. However, if it is statistically compared with idle state 
by using the p-value from Figure 4B, it is certain that the task 
state’s EMG correlation is significantly higher than in idle state. 
This indicates that channel number 35 is affected by EMG 
during the task activation. Thus, this channel has to be 
processed with further EMG handling methods to remove class-
dependent EMG related performance results.  
 
Figure 5 shows the artefact-contaminated areas from the 
EMG-CCh selection method for each participant and task. The 
red area represents the EMG-CCh. In some cases, few or no 
channels were selected. On the other hand, 50 channels were 
selected as EMG-CCh in the worst case (participant 1 C_Siren 
task). The EMG affected channels are task-dependent and it are 
not consistent between subjects. It could be due to the fact that 
the level of tasks activation depends on the subject and on the 
mental task. However, this strict EMG handling processing 
ensures that all the remaining analysis on EEG- based class-
dependent information. 
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Figure 5. EMG-contaminated channels selected in the EMG-CCh selection 
method (red: contaminated – value ‘1’, green: uncontaminated – value ‘0). The 
orange and blue areas have no meaning. They are simply caused by the colour 
map drawing algorithm. 
 
In BCI competition data set, Participant 2 and 3 had all the 
twenty-two channel selected as EMG-CCh.  This means that 
their data were so contaminated by EMG as to preclude their 
use. Participants 5 and 8 had no EMG-CChs. Thus, these four 
subjects’ data were not used for further analysis as this did not 
allow a comparison between typical EMG handling techniques 
and our method.  
 
E. EMG Artefacts Handling 
After the EMG-CCh selection process, various common 
EMG artefact handling methods were tested.  
- Simple Channel Rejection: EMG contaminated channels 
were simply eliminated from further analysis. 
- Blind Source Separation Canonical Correlation Analysis 
(BSS-CCA): In this paper, the threshold for the 
autocorrelation coefficient ρ was chosen as 0.35 based on 
the study in [19]. Thus, EEG sources that had ρ <0.35 were 
removed. If there is no source that has less than the 
threshold ρ value, the last source that has the lowest 
autocorrelation coefficient was removed. 
- Independent Component Analysis (ICA): In this paper, 
automatic artefact ICs were detected using Kurtosis and 
Entropy, which was suggested in [20, 21]. Both were 
computed for all the ICs and were normalized to a 0 mean 
and 1 standard deviation. The threshold was set at ±1.64 
(based on [20]). If the IC exceeded the threshold, it was 
regarded as an artefact component and was removed.  
- Principal Component Analysis (PCA): In this study PCs 
that accounted for 95% of the total power were used (based 
on [22]) and the remaining PCs were removed. 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Examples of artefact-contaminated channel handling procedure. 
 
These typical artefact handling techniques in BCIs were 
applied only to the EMG-CCh selected in the earlier stages of 
the analysis. Figure 7 shows an example of how to selectively 
apply EMG handling methods to those EMG-CCh Panel (A) 
shows the original data. The green circles represent normal 
channels that have no class separation effect from artefacts, 
based on the statistical test. The red triangles depict channels 
with EMG/EOG artefact contamination. The artefact handling 
methods (BSS-CCA, ICA or PCA) were applied to all the 
channels (64 for our onset detection data and 22 for the BCI 
competition data). This is represented in panel (B) with yellow 
squares. Panel (C) shows the channel data that were used for the 
final analysis. Channels without artefact contamination were 
kept and only the EMG-CChs were selected from (B). BSS-
CCA, ICA and PCA separate N number of source components 
if they have N number of channels. Thus, applying these 
techniques only to EMG-CChs, which sometimes could be in 
very low numbers of channels, would not be suitable to separate 
artefact components with normal blind-source separation 
methods (although, some literature showed single channel 
artefact removal [23] but it is out of scope for this study). For 
this reason, existing artefact handling processes were applied to 
all channels first and then selectively taking channels if they 
were EMG-CCh (i.e., only EMG-CCh were replaced by the 
BSS cleaned channels). As a result, panel (C) has EMG-free 
data (i.e., statistically no artefact-related class-dependent 
effects), which were then used for further analysis. 
 
F. Feature Extraction 
The artefact-free data were submitted applied to four 
separate feature extraction methods, as follows: 
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• Autoregressive Model (AR): AR model extraction was 
applied to all channels and the obtained coefficients were 
used as features. For the coefficient estimation, Burg’s 
method [24] was used. In [25], AR model order number 6 
was suggested as optimal for imagined speech EEG signal, 
so order 6 was chosen.  
• Band Power (BP): Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was 
applied to the pre-processed signals with seven different 
frequency ranges (4-8Hz to 42-100Hz as described in 
‘Spectral Domain EMG Artefact Analysis’ above). Freq1 
(Delta band) was removed as it highly correlates with EMG 
channels (as seen in Figure 2). Each bands FFT was 
squared and these were used as features.  
• Common Spatial Pattern (CSP) [26]: Using our data idle 
and sound-production  related states were used as the two 
separate classes. In BCI competition data set, on the other 
hand, four motor-imagery tasks were regarded as one class 
and non-specific states for the other class. After the spatial 
filter process, EEG source components were sorted to 
maximise variance for one class and to minimise it for the 
other class. CSP makes the first and last components 
represent the maximum variance difference between 
classes. Thus, the first three and the last three EEG source 
components were found. Linear regression was applied and 
its slope was used as a feature. 
- Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT): Pre-processed data 
were decomposed up to level 7 for sound-production 
related data and up to level 6 for the BCI competition data 
(due to different sampling rate). Then, the coefficients for 
the detail components, which represent pseudo frequency 
bands 4-8Hz, 8-16Hz, 16-32Hz, 32-64Hz and 64-128Hz 
(up to 100Hz as it was bandpass filtered), were obtained 
and the variances of the coefficients in each band were used 
as features. The mother wavelet ‘db2’, which has just 4 
coefficients, was chosen because of its simplicity and 
because it is commonly used in BCI studies. In our 
previous study ([27]) we also showed that the choice of 
wavelet type (db2, coif2 and sym2) did not have a 
significant effect in onset detection in our (covert) sound-
production scenario. 
These features were used for Davies-Bouldin Index (DBI) 
calculations for evaluation purposes (details are given below). 
This DBI value can be different depending on which feature 
domain is analysed. It is for this reason that various feature 
extraction methods commonly used in BCIs were tested in order 
to increase the reliability of the evaluation. In addition, the 
choice of the feature extraction methods listed above covers the 
time, frequency, spatial and time-frequency domains. 
 
G. Evaluation and Feature Selection 
In order to evaluate how the EMG-CCh selection and 
handling method improves class separation compared to the 
common EMG handling techniques, DBI was used. DBI is a 
cluster separation measure that was suggested in [14, 15]. It 
measures the average similarity between each data cluster. 
Lower DBI values indicates better class separation [28]. Note 
that in our case there is no need for clustering per se as the 
clusters are simply the classes (idle vs. task states) we wish to 
detect. In this paper, applying artefact handling methods (BSS-
CCA, ICA and PCA) to all channels will be compared with 
applying these methods to the selected EMG-CCh only.  
The extracted features were sorted in ascending order based 
on DBI values. The features that had smaller DBI values (i.e., 
better class separation) were used for further evaluation. In 
BCIs, as in most human-machine interaction systems, the 
minimum number of features is recommended to reduce 
computational loads. Thus, three sets based on a) the smallest 
DBI, b) smallest 1%, and c) smallest 5% were used for 
evaluation.  
Our EMG-CChs method and typical artefact handling 
methods were compared using the DBI values. The Wilcoxon 
test for significance and the statistical power t-test were applied 
to the DBI values. 
 
H. Reliability of the EMG-CCh Selection Method 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Example reliability test of the EMG-CCh selection method. 
 
Two questions must be asked concerning the proposed 
EMG-CCh selection method. First, is it actually selecting the 
EMG-contaminated channels that have class-dependent EMG 
data? And, secondly, is it strict enough to be used? In order to 
ensure its reliability, we have gone through extra testing by 
statistically comparing ICA-processed EMG-free data with our 
suggested method using both our data and the BCI competition 
data set. The testing procedure is as follows: Figure 7 shows 
how to separate channel data for the test. The testing method 
will be explained based on the example figure. Firstly, ICA was 
applied to all channels to remove EMG artefacts. Thus, it can 
be confirmed that right side of the figure has EMG-free signals. 
Then, on the left panel, channels were separated based on the 
EMG-CCh selection method (area A1 for EMG-CCh, and A2 
for artefact-free channels). Based on this, the EMG-free data on 
the right panel is also separated into A3 and A4 using the 
channel numbers from the left panel. Secondly, feature 
extraction with an autoregressive model was processed in each 
area. Then, the data with the smallest 10% of DBI values 
between idle and task state were selected from sets A1 to A4. 
Finally, a Wilcoxon test was applied between the best DBIs 
from A1 and A3 (Comparison (A)) as well as between the DBIs 
from A2 and A4 (Comparison (B)). In an ideal EMG-CCh 
selection scenario, Comparison (A) should show significant 
difference between A1 and A3 as A1 contains EMG artefacts 
whereas A3 is clean, so the DBI value from A1 shows 
significantly lower DBI values, which indicates that EMG 
artefacts would have played a significant role in class separation. 
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Also, Comparison (B) should show no significant DBI 
difference between A2 and A4. Based on the EMG-CCh 
selection method, A2 channels were found not to have an EMG-
related role in class separation. Thus, it should give similar (i.e, 
no significant difference) DBI values to those from set A4. 
Therefore, if Comparison (A) shows significant difference and 
Comparison (B) shows no significant difference, it can be 
concluded that the suggested EMG-CCh selection method 
correctly chose EMG artefacts contaminated channels that 
would otherwise have played an EMG-contaminated role in 
class separation and the remaining channels did not play any 
significant class-dependent result. 
 
 
 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Sound-Production Related Cognitive Tasks Onset 
Detection Data 
 
Table I shows an example from participant 1 with the 
inhibited overt siren (IO_Siren) task onset detection. The 
smallest 5% of DBI values (384 features x 5% = 19 values) 
were selected from the AR features. The Wilcoxon test p-values 
and statistical power t-test were calculated for No EMG 
handling vs. EMG-CCh removal, ICA vs. ICA (EMG-CCh), 
PCA vs. PCA (EMG-CCh) and BSS-CCA vs. BSS-CCA 
(EMG-CCh), respectively, with the 19 DBI values. The results 
show that applying EMG removal methods only to the EMG-
CCh significantly improves class separation between Idle and 
Task states (p-value < 0.05) when using ICA (EMG-CCh) and 
BSS-CCA (EMG-CCh), and the power is statistically 
conclusive (t-test > 0.5). These evaluations were done with all 
seven subjects and with all four different onset detection tasks. 
In addition, the single smallest, smallest 1%, and smallest 5% 
DBI results, respectively were separately evaluated with the 
four different feature extraction methods. 
Figure 8 shows DBI comparison results. 5% of the smallest 
DBI values were taken from each feature domain: 19 (384 AR 
model features x 0.05), 22 (448 Band power features x 0.05), 
16 (320 DWT features x 0.05) DBI values respectively. The 
blue areas in the figure indicate that applying EMG handling 
methods only to the EMG-CCh (our proposed method) shows 
significant improvement (Wilcoxon test p-value < 0.05) in class 
separation, and power is statistically conclusive (statistical 
power t-test > 0.5). On the other hand, red areas represent 
instances in which our proposed method showed significantly 
higher DBIs and, thus, less class separation between Idle and 
Task states. The grey horizontal stripe areas showed no 
significant difference between our method and typical EMG 
handling techniques when applied to all channels.
 
Table I. Example of Wilcoxon test and Statistical power calculations for features with the lowest 5%  DBI values . 
 
Average of Smallest 5% DBI values  
AR Model Feature  
[P1 – Inhibited Overt 
Siren Task] 
No EMG handling [std] ICA [std] PCA [std] BSS-CCA [std] 
4.090 [±0.44] 6.756 [±0.66] 4.179 [±0.59] 4.227 [±0.27] 
EMG-CCh removal [std] ICA(EMG-CCh) [std] PCA(EMG-CCh) [std] BSS-CCA(EMG-CCh) [std] 
4.096 [±0.45] 4.096 [±0.45] 4.086 [±0.44] 3.978 [±0.40] 
Wilcoxon-test (p-values) -0.9069 ≈  0 0.1568 0.0296 
Statistical Power (t-test) 0.0502 ≈  1 0.0758 0.7863 
 
The Wilcoxon-test p-value is shown as a negative number if standard EMG handling processes [ICA / PCA / BSS-CCA] give smaller average 
DBI value than [ICA (EMG-CCh) / PCA (EMG-CCh) / BSS-CCA (EMG-CCh)]. 
 
 
 
Figure 8. Results with features with the smallest 5% and 1% DBI values using the onset detection data set.  
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Table II. Results with the features that gave the smallest DBI value, onset detection data set. 
 
 
AR Model Feature 
[Average of 7 subjects & 
4 onset Detection Tasks] 
No EMG handling [std] ICA [std] PCA [std] BSS-CCA [std] 
3.569 [±1.72] 4.351 [±1.86] 4.119 [±2.09] 3.713 [±1.85] 
EMG-CCh removal [std] ICA(EMG-CCh) [std] PCA(EMG-CCh) [std] BSS-CCA(EMG-CCh) [std] 
3.320 [±2.01] 3.769 [±1.87] 3.648 [±1.76] 3.547 [±1.70] 
Band Power Feature 
[Average of 7 subjects & 
4 onset Detection Tasks] 
No EMG handling [std] ICA [std] PCA [std] BSS-CCA [std] 
2.494 [±1.15] 2.566 [±1.15] 2.592 [±1.20] 2.500 [±1.15] 
EMG-CCh removal [std] ICA(EMG-CCh) [std] PCA(EMG-CCh) [std] BSS-CCA(EMG-CCh) [std] 
2.590 [±1.21] 2.506 [±1.18] 2.514 [±1.19] 2.496 [±1.15] 
DWT Feature 
[Average of 7 subjects & 
4 onset Detection Tasks] 
No EMG handling [std] ICA [std] PCA [std] BSS-CCA [std] 
2.741 [±1.26] 2.825 [±1.29] 2.740 [±1.20] 2.753 [±1.25] 
EMG-CCh removal [std] ICA(EMG-CCh) [std] PCA(EMG-CCh) [std] BSS-CCA(EMG-CCh) [std] 
2.946 [±1.39] 2.777 [±1.23] 2.762 [±1.27] 2.745 [±1.24] 
CSP Feature 
[Average of 7 subjects & 
4 onset Detection Tasks] 
No EMG handling [std] ICA [std] PCA [std] BSS-CCA [std] 
3.794 [±7.14] 4.724 [±9.85] 5.977 [±16.10] 3.810 [±7.22] 
EMG-CCh removal [std] ICA(EMG-CCh) [std] PCA(EMG-CCh) [std] BSS-CCA(EMG-CCh) [std] 
3.828 [±6.21] 3.839 [±7.08] 8.320 [±25.52] 3.767 [±7.11] 
As can be seen from the case of No EMG handling vs. EMG-
CCh removal, there is no significant difference most of the time. 
But, average DBI values become higher more times than 
become lower for all three different feature extraction methods. 
This an expected result as EMG artefacts could play a role in 
class separation if they are not handled properly. Thus, 
removing EMG-CCh reduces class separation, but it shows why 
artefact handling is required. In the case of ICA vs. ICA (EMG-
CCh), 79%, 7% and 4% out of 28 tests (7 subjects x 4 onset 
tasks) showed significant class separation improvements with 
EMG-CCh selection for AR model features, band power and 
DWT features, respectively. On the other hand, only 7% of the 
AR features gave higher DBI values with the proposed EMG-
CCh method and all remaining tests yielded no significant 
difference. In the PCA vs. PCA (EMG-CCh) case, band power 
and DWT feature made no significant difference but AR 
features showed significant class separation improvement for 
53% of the tests and 43% remained as not significantly different. 
In the BSS-CCA vs. BSS-CCA (EMG-CCh) case, 11% showed 
significant class separation improvement with AR features, 
while 3% became worse and most tests (86%) showed no 
significant difference. Band power and DWT features also 
showed no significant difference in class separation between 
BSS-CCA applied to all channels vs. only to EMG-CCh. 
The smallest 1% DBI results showed similar trend as results 
based on the best 5% DBIs. While results generally show no 
significant difference between our method and standard EMG-
removal techniques, EMG-CCh selection did yield significantly 
better class separation more often than it yielded worse 
separation. 
Table II lists the (single) smallest DBI value in each case. 
CSP features were included only in this table because it has just 
one feature point. Also, as this table shows only the smallest 
DBI value, Wilcoxon tests and Statistical power t-tests could 
not be applied. However, even though no inferences can be 
made concerning statistical significance on a test-by-test basis, 
the smallest DBI values can give relevant information that 
might be useful to other BCI studies as minimising the number 
of data points is always an important goal in BCIs. For this 
reason, we averaged the smallest DBI values from 28 tests and 
compared overall results between our EMG-CCh method and 
standard EMG handling methods (there was no statistical 
difference p > 0.05 from all cases). The averaged smallest DBI 
values were lower with our EMG-CCh handling method in most 
cases, except for DWT features and for CSP features with PCA. 
In terms of CSP featured, some subjects had huge DBI values 
(i.e., poor class separation) compared to other feature domains. 
But, in general, our EMG-CCh method gave lower DBI values.
 
 
 
Figure 9. Result of smallest 5% DBI values from BCI competition data set. 
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Table III. Result of the smallest DBI values from BCI competition data set 
 
 
AR Model Feature 
[Average of 5 subjects] 
No EMG handling [std] ICA [std] PCA [std] BSS-CCA [std] 
8.623 [±3.23] 11.689 [±4.64] 9.551 [±4.89] 10.753 [±3.13] 
EMG-CCh removal [std] ICA(EMG-CCh) [std] PCA(EMG-CCh) [std] BSS-CCA(EMG-CCh) [std] 
11.393 [±6.19] 10.362 [±5.34] 9.846 [±5.23] 9.768 [±3.95] 
Band Power Feature 
[Average of 5 subjects] 
No EMG handling [std] ICA [std] PCA [std] BSS-CCA [std] 
4.968 [±1.50] 5.492 [±1.89] 5.101 [±1.22] 9.244 [±2.91] 
EMG-CCh removal [std] ICA(EMG-CCh) [std] PCA(EMG-CCh) [std] BSS-CCA(EMG-CCh) [std] 
5.175 [±1.82] 5.175 [±1.82] 4.963 [±1.45] 5.239 [±1.89] 
DWT Feature 
[Average of 5 subjects] 
No EMG handling [std] ICA [std] PCA [std] BSS-CCA [std] 
6.756 [±2.52] 7.192 [±2.90] 6.984 [±2.32] 12.408 [±2.95] 
EMG-CCh removal [std] ICA(EMG-CCh) [std] PCA(EMG-CCh) [std] BSS-CCA(EMG-CCh) [std] 
6.957 [±2.84] 6.951 [±2.83] 6.780 [±2.55] 6.940 [±2.70] 
CSP Feature 
[Average of 5 subjects] 
No EMG handling [std] ICA [std] PCA [std] BSS-CCA [std] 
3.467 [±1.72] 3.722 [±2.03] 5.387 [±4.05] 4.637 [±2.60] 
EMG-CCh removal [std] ICA(EMG-CCh) [std] PCA(EMG-CCh) [std] BSS-CCA(EMG-CCh) [std] 
4.292 [±2.17] 3.806 [±1.88] 3.791 [±1.34] 3.281 [±1.44] 
B. BCI Competition Data Set 
The smallest 5% DBIs gave 7, 8 and 6 features from the AR 
model, band power and DWT domains, respectively. There was 
only one feature when using the smallest 1% DBIs. Thus, only 
these two cases were analysed with the BCI competition data 
set. 
In Figure 9, 40% of participants showed less class separation 
with EMG-CCh removal using AR model and band power 
features in the case of comparisons between No EMG handling 
vs. EMG-CCh removal. The remaining 60% has no statistical 
difference in the latter comparison. As before, this is an 
expected result as EMG would have had a role in class 
separation. 
In the case of ICA vs. ICA (EMG-CCh), 60%, 20% and 20% 
of 5 subjects - for each of the three feature domains, 
respectively - showed significantly lower DBI values with our 
EMG-CCh method and none of participants yielded worse class 
separation with our method. Comparing PCA vs. PCA (EMG-
CCh), only one participant out of five yielded significantly 
improved class separation with our method. In the BSS-CCA vs. 
BSS-CCA (EMG-CCh) similar results were seen for band 
power and DWT features. For AR features, on the other hand, 
60% (3 subjects) showed significant improvement while 1 
participant had higher DBI value with the EMG-CCh method. 
Table III shows a similar trend; it mostly has lower DBI values 
with the EMG-CCh method except for ICA (EMG-CCh) with 
CSP feature and PCA (EMG-CCh) with AR model feature. 
C. Reliability of the EMG-CCh Selection Method 
As explained in section II.H above, we applied two types of 
comparisons, A and B, respectively, to test for the possibility 
that we did not eliminate all EEG channels with significant 
class-dependent EMG contamination. 
Using our sound-production onset data and the average of the 
smallest 10% DBI values from 28 cases (7 subjects x 4 tasks), 
Comparison A showed significant difference (p=0.011, mean 
value of A1=6.26, mean value of A3=8.11) while Comparison 
B showed there was no significant difference (p=0.124, mean 
value of A2=4.85, A4=5.00). The results were similar when we 
used the BCI competition data set (5 subjects). In this case 
results also showed a significant difference in Comparison A 
(p=0.016, mean value of A1=12.61, A3=25.88) and no 
significant difference in Comparison B (p=0.222, mean of 
A2=18.27, A4=20.94). From these results, it can be said that our 
EMG-CCh selection method is indeed correctly identifying 
channels that could affect class-dependent results. 
 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
EMG artefact handling is an essential procedure for EEG 
based studies (e.g., BCIs, brain mapping and clinical tests). 
However, common BSS techniques can cause loss of useful 
EEG information [6-9]. For this reason, we proposed a new 
technique for selecting EEG channels contaminated with class-
dependent EMG artefacts (called EMG-CCh) to minimise 
information loss and improve class separation.  
In order to ensure the method is actually selecting EEG 
channels that have class-dependent EMG data and that the 
method is strict enough to be used, a statistical reliability test 
(comparing with ICA results) had been done. The test results 
showed that the proposed EMG-CCh selection method is 
indeed correctly identifying channels that could affect class-
dependent results.  
With autoregressive model features, 79% (ICA), 53% (PCA) 
and 11% (BSS-CCA) of 28 tests showed significant 
improvement (Wilcoxon p < 0.05; statistical power > 0.5) using 
our data with the proposed method. With BCI competition data, 
we observed that 60% (ICA) and 60% (BSS-CCA) out of 5 
subjects yielded significantly better with the EMG-CCh 
method.  
In summary, the proposed method showed significant class 
separation improvement (compared to existing techniques) with 
both our data and the BCI competition data set in many cases. 
Also, the method can be used on its own or it can be combined 
with pre-existing artefact handling methods. 
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